
    THIS MONTH IN THE GARDEN by Peggy Koppmann 

your Thanksgiving table if you’ve 

planned correctly. If you’ve wrapped 

some green tomatoes by now and kept 

them in a single layer in a shallow              

container at temps between 55-70 F, you 

may have some to feature at the feast. 

Some sources recommend adding a  

ripening banana to two or three tomatoes 

in a brown paper bag to hasten the            

ripening of the tomatoes. Replace the 

banana as necessary, and tomatoes 

should ripen within a week or so.  

Give Thanks for Captain Henry Hall – 

Around 1816, Hall, a Revolutionary War 

veteran, noticed that “wild cranberries in 

his bogs grew better when sand blew 

over them. Captain Hall began                       

transplanting cranberry vines and 

spreading sand on them,” giving rise to 

the cranberry industry. Whether in juice, 

sauce, jam, or as sweetened dried             

cranberries, they have become a staple 

of the American holiday table. Thanks, 

Captain. (cranberries.org/history)  

Give Thanks for Self-Seeders – Some 

annuals can be planted in the fall when 

temperatures are cooler and less                  

irrigation is needed. These seeds need a 

cold period before they germinate in the  

 

 

We have reached the time of year 

when tradition calls on us to give 

thanks for the blessings and bounty of 

our lives. So, it seems appropriate 

that we dedicate this month’s column 

to some of those things for which     

gardeners are most grateful.                      

Remember, gratitude is an attitude. 

Now, give thanks and eat pie.  

Give Thanks for Fall Rains – They 

keep the garden “hydrated” and help 

trees and shrubs get through the    

coming winter. Root growth is         

encouraged when air temperatures 

are cooler than soil temperature.    

Remember to water around the drip 

line where the smaller, feeder roots 

that draw up most of the water from 

the soil are. You don’t have to like 

those cold, rainy days; but you do 

need to understand how critical they 

are to our gardens.  

Give Thanks for Leaves - That’s 

hard to remember when you’ve been 

raking forever; but in the garden, they 

protect plants and exposed soil, stabi-

lize soil temperatures, provide cover 

for insects, and help lock in moisture. 

Use a light layer of un-shredded 

leaves to mulch beds. Too thick a   

layer can block air, water, and                

drainage. A widely used method is 

called “The Chimera Chop” named 

after a legendary local gardener in 

which the neighborhood is scoured for 

bags of (free) leaves which are then 

run over with a lawnmower, reducing 

them to shredded form. They are 

bagged again with a few holes 

punched in the bags and left to further 

decompose over the winter, and then 

used in the spring as mulchy                 

compost...or is it composty mulch?  

Give Thanks for Late Veggies – 

Those include the carrots, parsnips, 

beets, and spinach that will make it to 

spring. Be sure to mark the 

areas where you sow to    

prevent inadvertent weeding 

in the spring. Consider these: 

Alyssum, Bachelor’s Buttons, 

Coreopsis, Cosmos, Nigella, 

Lupines, and California    

Poppy. Remember that     

hybrid varieties will probably 

not grow true from seed.  

Give Thanks for the             

Growers – Those nurseries 

and garden centers that are 

selecting a wonderful             

assortment of plants to be 

grown for the 2019 season. 

They are looking for new, as 

well as tried, varieties with 

abundant blooms, interesting 

foliage, fragrance, plant              

vigor, strong performance, 

and increased pest and               

disease resistance. Not to 

mention the work with               

seeding, planting, cuttings, 

plugs, pinching, and                 

fertilizing; or the knowledge 

of plant traits, genetics, plant 

breeding, and germplasm. 

It’s not so simple to grow a 
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Sapphireberry  

If you are redesigning your landscaping or                  

adding some new shrubs, you may want to 

avoid Sapphireberry (Symplocos                                   

paniculata).  It is an attractive shrub with 

clusters of small white flowers in the spring 

and sapphire/blue colored berries in the 

summer that has been listed as an                   

emerging invasive in New York. It has been 

used as a specimen plant or to attract song 

birds in gardens in southwestern                           

Connecticut and along the lower Hudson 

River. But it has escaped some gardens 

and is spreading in open areas – up to 7000 

plants per acre in one area! Information on this species was                                     

shared by Linda Roehlder, head of the Lower Hudson PRISM                                                                                                                                                         

during the NY Species monthly webinar in late September.                                                                                                                    

 

Ticks  

Please be aware that deer ticks are active 

when temperatures are as low as 40 degrees. 

They prefer tall grassy areas and dry leaf 

piles. When you are hiking, walking in the 

woods or working in your garden, wear long                                                       

pants, a long-sleeved shirt and pull your 

socks up over your pant legs. An insect                                                                 

repellent containing Deet is also effective. 

Lyme Disease is not pleasant and can              

cause life-long neurological problems if not 

treated as soon as possible after a bite by a 

tick carrying the Lyme pathogen. There are 

also other diseases that infected ticks carry.  
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petunia – or thousands of them. Give them thanks when you visit them next spring.  

Give Thanks for Gardening Friends – Those who listen, share experiences and plants, and hear our endless            

complaints about voles, deer, rabbits, and Japanese beetles. Those who don’t hesitate to dig up a piece of a plant we’ve 

admired to share. Those who understand that “work” in the garden brings a particular kind of satisfaction and pride. 

Those who create beauty and abundance in gardens and yards, in public spaces, and private sanctuaries that brighten 

the lives of our neighborhoods and friends. Thanks, friends.  

And then – Cut back mums to 4-5” after blooming; mulch roses after a heavy frost; divide overcrowded rhubarb; set up 

bird feeders and put out suet; keep leaves raked off the lawn; apply tree guards; finish planting bulbs; finish gathering up 

your tools and get them inside; top buddleia and climbing roses to prevent wind damage; take hardwood cuttings; finish 

collecting seed; keep weeding; drain water from hoses and bring them inside; add organic matter to beds and let it      

winter over; rest – you’ve earned it. 

ALERTS  by Larraine van Slooten 

Sapphireberry photos from lhprism.org  


